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GLENN & IAN

DEAR
BIRTHPARENTS
We cannot even begin to imagine what
you must be going through. You are
incredibly brave and strong to consider
adoption for your child. Through an open
adoption, we intend to make your child’s
adoption story part of their life and to
celebrate the fact that they have an
incredible mother who loves them enough
to put them into our care. We want you to
know how honored and grateful we would
be to raise your child in our home filled
with love, laughter, hopes and dreams.
Thank you for taking a moment to learn
about us and our story. Through these
pages, we both hope to give you a
glimpse of all the things that we have to
offer your child as two loving parents and
hard working dads. We hope you find it in
your kind heart to give us the chance to
love your child as our own.
— Glenn and Ian

OUR
STORY
EVERY FAMILY HAS A STORY, WELCOME TO OURS

Since meeting in early 2018, not a day has gone
by that we have not been by each other’s side.
Not long after meeting, we moved in with one
another and both have embraced all of life's
adventures together. From traveling and
exploring many different world cultures to
building our home and family, as well as our
businesses. We have passionately supported
each other through the love and care that we
have for one another to successfully build our
lives together. We are very much inseparable.

Living in Colorado gives us so many local
adventures to embrace. Every year we acquire
an annual pass to the Denver Botanic Gardens,
Denver Zoo, National Parks and other museums.
We love to visit during each season to see what
new exhibits and animals there might be at the
zoo as well as any changes in the flowers and
vegetation at the gardens. We can often be
found exploring the nearby mountains in our
beautiful Nationals Parks; Wether it be on a
hiking adventure, mountain biking on the trails,
camping or simply enjoying a day of picnicking.

THIS OR
THAT

Occupation:
Pharmacy and Retail Manager
Hobbies:
Swimming, Running, Cycling, Cooking, Gardening,
Watching Movies, Reading Books
Favorite Things:
Traveling, Exploring
Cheese Burgers

Cultures,

Movie

Nights,

By Ian:
Glenn is the most thoughtful and kind person I
have ever had the opportunity to get to know.
From the day we met, he has always shown me
and the people around him his deep love and
appreciation for life. Glenn is an incredibly
genuine and a hard-working man, and he rarely
takes a break for himself. He does whatever he
can to make my day brighter. He is also very
patient and very optimistic, making me a better
person each and every day. Glenn has so many
amazing qualities I admire about him that I could
go on talking about it for days! His passions
include cooking, gardening, cycling, and exploring
the world around him. He absolutely beams
whenever he talks about sharing his passions and
experiences with our future child. He is, hands
down, my best friend, an amazing husband and
someday an amazing father.

ABOUT
GLENN

• Vacation or Staycation? Vacation
• Nights or Mornings? Mornings
• Movies or TV Shows? Movies
• Passenger or Driver? Driver
• Car or Bike? Car for Necessity, but Love Biking
• Train or Airplane? Airplane for Practicality
• Coffee or Tea? Coffee
• City or Country Side? Both
• Smartphone or Tablet? Smartphone
• Camping or Glamping? Both
• Attend or Host a Party? Host a party
• Formal or Casual? Casual
• Fiction or Non-Fiction? Fiction
• Hot or Cold Weather? Hot weather
• Words or actions? Actions
• Dogs or Cats? Dogs
• Messy or Tidy? Tidy
• Planning or Winging It? Planning
• Food Truck or Restaurant? Restaurant
• Calling or Texting? Calling
• Talking or Listening? Listening
• Chocolate or Vanilla? Vanilla
• Cookies or Brownies? Cookies
• Sweet or Savory? Savory
• Fruits or Vegetables? Both

ABOUT
IAN
Occupation:
Real Estate Broker
Hobbies:
Working Out, Playing Games, Cooking, Watching
Movies and Shows, Shopping
Favorite Things:
Traveling, Exploring, Game Nights, Rockie Road Ice
Cream, Chantilly and Black Forest Cake
By Glenn:
My life was made whole the day I met Ian. Not a
day has gone by since our first date that I have
wanted to be anywhere else, but by his side. His
thoughtfulness, commitment and love has
brightened each and every day of my life. He has
made me a stronger and better person. I think a lot
about the day when he becomes a father and I
cannot wait to see how he will make our child’s life
better in the same way. Ian, being adopted
himself, has always found it easy to connect and
bond with all of the kiddos that have been in our
care through fostering. I wouldn't be able to make
it through my day without the support that he
provides to me, our home and our family. He is
passionate about his friends and family, which is
one of the things I love most about him. I never
stop feeling like I am the luckiest man ever to have
him as my best friend, husband and future father
to our child.

• Vacation or Staycation? Vacation
• Nights or Mornings? Nights
• Movies or TV Shows? TV Shows
• Passenger or Driver? Passenger
• Car or Bike? I LOVE my Car
• Train or Airplane? Airplane for Traveling
• Coffee or Tea? Definitely Coffee
• City or Country Side? Both
• Smartphone or Tablet? Smartphone
• Camping or Glamping? Usually Camping
• Attend or Host a Party? I Enjoy Being a Host
• Formal or Casual? Casual
• Fiction or Non-Fiction? Fiction
• Hot or Cold Weather? Hot
• Words or actions? Actions
• Dogs or Cats? Dogs
• Messy or Tidy? Tidy
• Planning or Winging It? Planning
• Food Truck or Restaurant? Restaurant
• Calling or Texting? Texting
• Talking or Listening? Listening
• Chocolate or Vanilla? White Chocolate
• Cookies or Brownies? Brownies Otherwise Cakes
• Sweet or Savory? Sweet AND Savory
• Fruits or Vegetables? Fruits

THIS OR
THAT

OUR
ADVENTURES
We love to explore the world and experience the cultures found along the way. Some of our
favorite trips have been to Havana, Cuba; Mexico City, Mexico and San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Some of our favorite things to do when traveling are to visit the local farms, take cooking
classes and learn the history as we explore the different cities we visit. We love to
experience the sights and sounds of the local markets, the smells and tastes of the street
foods, and all the while socializing with the locals who live in there.
Over the last four years, we have had the privilege of sharing so many of these experiences
and adventures in our home locally and abroad with the children that we have fostered. As
Foster Parents, it has been deeply fulfilling to know that we have made such a significant
and positive impact in these kiddos’ lives. Not only did we share our love for traveling and
exploring with them, we also helped them through their developmental milestones and
personal barriers through speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, talk
therapy and individual education programs. It has been a pleasure to watch the children all
learn and grow with the love, support and care we have provided them. From infants all the
way up to teenagers, they have all brought so much joy to our lives, home and family.

OUR
FAMILY
We are a family full of joy and laugher, and
with more than enough love and support to
go around. Great Grandma keeps asking for
a great grandchild
while Grandma has
already started to shop for some baby
clothes, supplies and decor. It seems both
have already committed to a lifetime of
spoiling our new addition! Our families are
spread around the globe from Michigan,
Illinois, DC, Texas and all the way to the
Philippines. We never shy away from video
calls, texting, long weekend visit trips and
sending each other meaningful gifts or cards
throughout the year.
We have also built a village of loving, caring
and supportive friendships. Many of our
friends are just beginning their own journey to
building a family. We talk about the “family”
trips we plan on taking and how our kiddos
will all grow up being best friends. Our family
and friends will be nothing short of loving, full
of fun, supportive and encouraging.
We promise that your child will ALWAYS be
surrounded by people who will love them,
push them to explore their biggest dreams
and bring joy to their life as your child will
bring to ours.

OUR
HOME
Our four bedroom, three and a half bath home was newly constructed a few years back and
is always filled with the smells of home cooked meals or freshly baked bread as we are both
passionate about food, and love to cook and bake. We also enjoy the sunsets while having
dinner on our covered back patio. Our backyard has plenty of space to enjoy and backs to
open space.
Our two dogs, Renly and Brie, love to take in the sun and lay out on the grass while we
spend time outside gardening. Renly is a Happy Brown Dog (a.k.a. Mix Breed) adopted from
the Boulder Humane Society when he was eight weeks old and you’ll never meet a friendlier
pup! Brie is a Shiba-Inu Mix and is the world’s biggest cuddle bug!
Our family friendly neighborhood has two lakes to take paddle boards or kayaks on as you
take in a breath of fresh air, nature and the beauty of the mountains. Our neighborhood has
plenty of hiking trails, a community center and an enormous pool with kid’s play area to cool
off in after a long day of fun filled adventures.

THANK
YOU
We know that the decision you have made to allow your baby to be adopted is not an easy
one, and that choosing a family who will raise and love your child will be just as hard. For
those decisions you will be making, we want to thank you for your bravery. While life itself is
rarely easy or ever simple, you are giving a beautiful gift and a privilege to us that we never
dreamed would ever be possible. It is a gift we so deeply desire to bring into our home and
to give love to unconditionally. If we are chosen, we will cultivate a place of safety and love
for them, and encourage your child to embrace who they are so they can write their life
story with abundance of self-confidence.
Though it is hard to put all of the thoughts, feelings and emotions that we would like to put
into this book, we hope this is just the beginning of our relationship.
Thank you for considering us to be the loving family for your child!
— Glenn and Ian

